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Sammanfattning 
 
Rendering tar tid, speciellt utan tillgång till kraftfull hårdvara. Finns det något 
sätt att dra ner på tiden en rendering tar? Med hjälp av compositing är det 
absolut möjligt att sänka tiderna för en rendering genom en rad alternativa 
metoder. Totalt kommer tre olika metoder att testas för att spara in tid, men 
även för att försöka komma så nära kvalitén av en bild renderad direkt från en 
3D-appliaktion som möjligt. Projektioner på plan och geometri och användandet 
av deep-data kommer användas i ett försök att hitta det mest effektiva och 
användbara tillvägagångssättet att spara tid. 
 
 
 

Abstract 
 
 

Rendering takes time, especially without access to powerful hardware. Is there 
any way to reduce the time of rendering? With the help of compositing reducing 
the time of renders is very much possible, using a range of alternative methods. 
A total of three different approaches will be tested in order to save time, as well 
as trying to maintain quality as close to a render straight from a 3D application 
as possible. Projections using cards and geometry as well as deep data will be 
used in an attempt to find the most efficient and useful way of saving time. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 

 

Optimizing is something everyone who works with 3D and VFX keeps in mind, 

especially when it comes to render times. Optimizing a render is crucial for 

saving time, especially if the image sequence in question contains a large amount 

of frames. Even large companies like Pixar who have access to huge render farms 

with massive amounts of processing power still have huge render times, a single 

frame from the movie “Monsters University” took 29 hours to render. 

(Takahashi, 2013)  
When working on smaller or personal projects one usually have to do with a 

single or small amount of computers for rendering, making rendering a very time 

consuming part of doing visual effects. 

 

1.2 Problem question 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to test different ways of reducing render times in 3D 

by use of compositing. Which different viable methods is there and how effective 

and efficient are the different methods? How much quality will be lost compared 

to a render from a 3D application? 

 

1.3 Limitations 

 

This paper will focus on the potential to save render time by using comp at 

minimal cost of quality. Integration of computer graphics (CG), camera effects 

and grading will not be discussed since it is not relevant for the optimization of 

the renders through compositing. 
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2 Theory 

2.1 Compositing 

 
Compositing is the process of taking multiple separate images and seamlessly 

combine them to a new image and dates back as far as to 1857 when Oscar G. 

Rejlander created a composite image, Two Ways of Life, out of a total of 32 

different photographs. (Brinkmann, 2008)

 
Figure 1 - "Two Ways of Life" (Rejlander, 1857) 

An early example of use of compositing for motion picture was in “King Kong” 

from 1933. To make King Kong appear like the giant, an ape miniature was first 

photographed by itself. After the footage had been processed it was projected 

onto a big screen behind a full-size movie set, creating the illusion of the ape 

being a giant. (Brinkmann, 2008) Today’s modern movies uses more advanced 

digital tools for compositing. 

 

2.2 Projections 

 
Projections in 3D work very much as a real life movie projector. One uses a 

camera to project a 2D image onto geometry in a 3D space. (Learn.foundry.com, 

n.d.) What makes this method suitable for the task of maintaining quality in 

relation to speed is that this method not require the model receiving the 

projection to be UV-mapped, textured or prepared in any other way. Projections 

also only needs a single frame to be projected throughout the entire sequence, 

meaning a lot of time will be saved rendering from 3D. 
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2.2.1 Cards 

 
Using cards (2-dimensional plane) with projections is a common and effective 

technique. By placing cards at different distance from the camera one can get a 

parallax effect when viewed from a moving camera which is desired for a 

realistic integration. Cards does not allow for multiple levels of depth to the 

projection, but takes no time to create as it exists as a single node inside Nuke. 

 
Figure 2 – Example of projection with cards (Björketun, 2017) 

2.2.2 Geometry 

 
Compared to projections on cards, projections onto geometry allows the 

projected image to wrap around the model. This means the projection gets 

different levels of parallax depending on the geometry’s relative angle to the 

camera as well as the possibilities of giving the projection larger variation in 

depth. This makes it more suitable for more complex images and images that 

contains large varieties in depth, but compared to cards it has to be modelled 

separately for each projection which requires more time. 
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Figure 3 – Example of projections with geometry (Björketun, 2017) 

 

2.3 Deep format 
 

Open EXR is a file format developed and released as open source 2003 by 

Industrial Light & Magic. The format supports 16 - and 32-bit floating point 

values for high dynamic range images, and with the release of Open EXR v2 in 

2013 “deep-data” became supported. (Openexr.com, 2017) Deep data refers to 

storing multiple values for different depths for each pixel, making combining 

elements using deep as simple as merging them together, no masking or roto-

scoping needed. Compared to projections it does not need any geometry to be 

placed correctly in 3D space. The depth data is already stored in each pixel and 

can be used to precisely extract points in 3D space, making it possibly faster and 

more exact than what projections would allow for. 

 

2.4 Model 
 
A 3-dimensional shape made up by multiple points, vertices, in 3D space. The 
vertices are connected by lines and connected lines form faces. All of the faces 
together form a polygonal mesh.  
 

2.5 Texture 
 
An image mapped to a 3D model for applying surface attributes such as colours, 
surface detail, depth, smoothness etc. 
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2.6 RGBA 
 
RGB is short for red, green and blue, the different colour channels in each pixel of 
an image. A is short for the Alpha channel, representing the level of transparency 
of the pixel. Lower alpha values make the pixel more transparent and higher less 
transparent. 
 

2.7 Rendering 
 
Rendering is the process of transforming the part of 3D space that is visible 
through a 3D camera into pixels in 2D, that together make up an image. 
  

2.7.1 Scanline render 
 
A rendering algorithm for determining visible surfaces in image space on a line 
by line basis working from top to bottom. Also the node in Nuke for rendering 
objects from Nukes’ 3D environment. 
 

2.7.2 Passes 
 
Passes is parts of a rendered image that when composited together make up the 
final image. Base colour, reflection, refraction and shadows is some of the most 
commonly used passes. It is also possible to save information in passes that is 
not for combining to make up the final image, but information such as depth, 
object-id, motion vectors and many more can be stored in an image as passes.  
 
Passes allows for more control of specific parts of the rendered image, as well as 
through passes such as depth and motion vectors being able to create accurate 
depth and motion blur in comp.  
 

2.7.3 Samples and noise 
 
When rendering the level of samples represents how many times the colour of 
each pixel is traced from the camera by shooting out a ray and see what colour it 
hits. If the samples are set to one, the colour of the pixels will be determined 
after having been traced by a ray from the camera one time. The problem is low 
samples results in noise in the image, since the information is not enough to 
accurately determine the colour of the pixel. The higher the samples, the more 
times each pixel is traced and can be assigned a more accurate colour. The lower 
the samples, the less times the pixel is traced and will be assigned a less accurate 
colour, resulting in noise. 
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2.7.4 Shadow catcher 
 
A material that, when rendered, is visible only where shadows hits the model the 
material is assigned to. A shadow catcher is necessary in the coming experiments 
as we want to be able to place the shadow on top of the plate without showing 
the rest of the model the shadow catcher is assigned to.  
 

2.8 Motion blur 
 
An artefact appearing in the camera due to motion during the time the shutter is 
open. The artefacts make streaks in the image from where the motion starts as 
the shutter opens to where the motion ends as the shutter closes. The wider the 
shutter angle (the longer the shutter is open) the more motion blur in the image. 
To make 3D look realistic it has to be integrated with the plate, meaning we have 
to match artefacts such as motion blur for a more realistic result. 
 

2.9  Camera Tracking 
 
Camera tracking is a method of analysing a video sequence to create an animated 
3D camera that follows the motion of the video; a match-moved camera. 
 

2.9.1 Point cloud 
 
A collection of non-connected points in 3D space. One can extract a point cloud 
from a plate by using the plate and a previously match-moved camera. The 
points created will represent the environment of the recorded plate in 3D space. 
The point cloud can be used as a guide for placing objects at the right position in 
3D space. 
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3 Method 
 
Three different methods were used for the experiment, those being projections 
on cards, projections on geometry and the extracted points in 3D from deep 
images. Each alternative comp method, as well as the reference, was timed to see 
how efficient they are relative to each other. The time spent starts with the 
render in Maya and ended when the final image was rendered in Nuke. The 3D 
was rendered at a resolution of 2560 by 1440 pixels unless anything else is 
stated. 
 
The results of the compositing methods were compared to a reference render 
with the “difference” merge operation.  
 
The result of the operation showed how much the pixels from input A differ from 
input B (abs(A-B), absolute value of A-B). 
 
When a pixel in Nuke is selected its RGB value is displayed, by selecting the 
entire image the average RGB values for the entire image is displayed.  
 
The average values were recorded every 25 frames for a total of 8 frames. All of 
the RGB values were added together and divided by 24 (3 * 8 = 24, 3 being the 
RGB channels and 8 being the number of frames). The result was an average 
value of how much each colour channel differs along the full sequence. (The 
reference render was the perfect goal in this experiment and any differences 
compared to it were seen as a decrease in quality).  
 
The average difference values per sequence together with the time spent would 
reveal the best method for keeping quality in relation to time. 
 

 

 
Figure 4 - Difference of reference compared to cards 
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3.1   Preparations  

 

Before the actual experiment could take place a number of things was prepared. 

A plate was needed to have something to integrate the CG onto. A Blackmagic 

Production 4K together with a 24mm lens was used to record a plate, frame rate 

and shutter angle set to 25 fps and 180 degrees. The files were saved as .MOV, 

which made the quality lower as it uses lossy compression, though made it faster 

to work with as the 4K resolution made the file heavy as it was. The plate was 3D 

tracked to create a match-moved camera for making the CG stick to the plate. 

 

 
Figure 5 – Plate 

 
 

Assets for rendering were picked, a rock and a tree, from Quixel Megascans’ free 

asset library. They are well suited for this experiment as the models and textures 

are highly detailed and thus deviations from the original render would be easier 

to determine rather than if a simpler, less detailed asset was used. 
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Figure 6 - Quixel Megascan assets 

 

To achieve correct shadows a ground shadow catcher was needed. In order to 

make the shadows follow the ground in a realistic way a ground mesh was 

created in Nuke. A point cloud was created by analysing the plate sequence, and 

from this point cloud a mesh could be generated. The mesh was a lot larger than 

needed to catch the shadows from the tree and the rock, which would result in 

longer render times. The mesh was exported to Maya where it was reduced to a 

smaller size covering the area that would be nearest the models in the 3D scene, 

reducing the area needed to be rendered and by doing so saving render time. 

 

 
Figure 7 - Ground before reduction 
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   Figure 8 - Ground after reduction  

3.2   Reference sequence 

 

The sequence of 176 frames was rendered in Maya and imported into the Nuke 

scene. Since the sequence was rendered through a tracked camera there was 

nothing needed in comp for the render to stick seamlessly to the plate. The CG 

was rendered in Nuke together with the plate, completing the reference 

sequence. The render settings in Maya were adjusted and optimized to be as fast 

as possible and noise free, not to keep the sequence render at an unfair 

disadvantage as the other methods was going to reach for the highest quality at 

the fastest speed possible as well.  

 

 
Figure 9 –Reference sequence image 
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3.3   Method 1  

 

The first comp method was projections on cards. First the tree, rock and ground 

shadows were rendered separately in order for the projections to be placed at 

different distances from the camera and getting parallax as the camera moves, 

adding to its realism. A new camera was created in Maya that fit all of the CG in 

frame, by doing so it was possible to project all of the images with the same 

camera. For the shadows to stay under the objects correctly the shadow pass 

was divided for the rock and tree and combined separately. The images were 

projected onto individual cards, the card with the rock being placed in front of 

the tree. To place the cards in the correct location in 3D-space the point cloud 

used to generate the ground mesh was used as a guide. The cards were piped 

into a scene node and would be rendered with a through the previously tracked 

camera through a scanline render. Motion blur was added after the scanline 

render as the reference sequence was rendered with motion blur as well. Lastly 

the card projections were rendered together with the plate. 

 

   
Figure 10 - Card projection nodes         Figure 11 - Card projections in 3D 

 
Figure 12 - Card projection sequence image 
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3.4   Method 2 
 
This next method was projections with geometry. The render was divided for 

tree, rock and shadow much like with cards. The geometry for the projections 

was created in Maya. The rock projection model was created with the quad draw 

tool with the existing rock model as a live surface. Rather than manually drawing 

faces on the tree one by one, since it was a much more complex model, the tree 

projection model was done by simply using the existing model for the tree and 

use Maya’s reduce option to get a much lower resolution that Nuke could handle. 

The tree surface was extruded outwards somewhat, increasing its thickness, to 

make sure no jagged edges would appear where the projection would go outside 

of the model. The shadow catcher geometry used in Maya was could be used for 

the shadow projections in Nuke as well, thus a new model did not have to be 

made. It was important for all projection geometry to be placed at the same 

location in 3D space as the original assets, if they are not the projection and 

render would not match up.  

 

All images were projected onto their corresponding piece of geometry, added to 

a scene node with the tracked camera and a scanline render, had motion blur 

applied and was rendered together with the plate. 

 

   
          Figure 13 - Geo projection nodes   Figure 14 - Geo projections in 3D 
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Figure 15 - Geo projection sequence image 

3.5   Method 3 
 
This was traditionally not how deep files are used, but were still a possible 

method. Just as previous methods the deep renders were divided for the tree, 

rock and shadows. For the image to have enough information to extract points 

from without having to make the size of the extracted points very large, the 

images were rendered in 4k. The images were extracted to points in 3D with the 

DeepToPoints node. Though the points from the shadow render does not take 

opacity into account, and was displayed as solid black. 

 

 
Figure 16 - Extracted points from deep shadow 

As the deep shadow points was not rendered correctly the shadows were 

projected onto geometry instead. As there is already a mesh for the ground to be 

used no extra work was needed. 
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Previously the ground mesh in Maya worked as a mask for the bottom parts of 

the tree and rock, making it look as if they had contact with the ground. As the 

ground mesh was not to be used it would no longer intersect the very base of the 

rock and tree, this meant the part that was previously hidden from view by the 

ground would now visible and not connect the models with their ground 

shadows. To make the assets have correct contact with the ground shadow, the 

ground mesh together with a Boolean operation was used to remove the part of 

the models that was below the ground plane. The edges of the models could then 

go no further than the ground plane where they previously intersected, and the 

deep points of the render was placed correctly. 

 

As before everything was put into scene node with the tracked camera and a 

scanline render, had motion blur applied and was rendered with the plate. 

 

         
Figure 17 - Deep nodes Figure 18 - Deep points and shadow 

projection in 3D view 

  

 
Figure 19 - Deep sequence image 
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3.6   Method critique 
 
This is a specific case where result might depend on the amount of CG in frame 
as well as the amount of assets and complexity of the shot, but it will give a good 
general idea of what method requires what kind of work as well as if it is 
efficient and worth noting at all.  
 
The quality per frame data collected is mathematical and should therefore have a 
high reliability. 
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4 Results 
 

The documented results in average difference in RGB values and time spent for 

each method. The RGB values from each frame is added together and divided 

with the amount of frames sampled (8) times colour channels (3), giving an 

average difference per frame. 

 

4.1 Method 1 – Card projection 

 
Figure 20 - Card projection average difference per frame 

 

4.2 Method 2 – Geometry projection 

 
Figure 21 - Geo projection average difference per frame 
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4.3 Method 3 – Deep points 

 
Figure 22 - Deep points average difference per frame 

 

4.4 Time spent per method 
Total amount of time spent rendering, creating models and building Nuke script 
for each method, starting as the render from Maya is launched and ends as the 
Nuke render finishes with the final result.   

 
Figure 23 - Time spent for each method 

4.5 Results video links 
 
Reference: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hK-EI1-4ct9HYxrn1WYaPDm-r8Zl5Mnt 
 
Card projections: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zjRZx8gItjRUzAcjR3TFXiqKtTgZuyMm 
 
Geometry projections: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ktt5X_AtG_uYn-XdnFSC-aifs91jwGoF 
 
Deep points: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1khNRR2XDYOecJmToUU8KhdaTAQqd4M1b 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hK-EI1-4ct9HYxrn1WYaPDm-r8Zl5Mnt
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zjRZx8gItjRUzAcjR3TFXiqKtTgZuyMm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ktt5X_AtG_uYn-XdnFSC-aifs91jwGoF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1khNRR2XDYOecJmToUU8KhdaTAQqd4M1b
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5 Discussion 
 

From the results we can tell that the comp method that differed the least from 

the reference is projections with geometry. This outcome was the most probable 

from the start since the geometry allows the projection to have shape and depth 

rather than the cards which have no depth at all, but on the other hand is the 

fastest of the three. Lack of depth is just the thing that gave the cards such a high 

difference value compared to the other methods. Without depth there can be no 

parallax in the images, most noticeably the tree since the complexity of it is 

greater that the rock. The deep points performed decent as well but does not 

beat geo projections in quality nor time spent. The big thief using the deep points 

is the number of points required to get a dense and detailed enough point cloud 

for rendering. It took by far the longest time rendering from Nuke with 36 

minutes compared to the other all only ranging from seven and a half to ten 

minutes. 

 

In this case we are able to complete the sequence many times faster with 

compositing rather than rendering every frame from a 3D application. Worth 

noting is that the longer the sequence is, the more time one will be able to save, 

meaning that for a very short sequence the time savings will be a lot less due to 

the time needed to set up the projections.  

 

Though this is a very specific case the time each method managed to save in 

comparison to the reference render shows the potential to save time. The 

different levels of quality loss should also point out that projections with 

geometry is a very powerful tool for both saving time as well as maintaining high 

quality with the significantly lowest amount of quality loss at an average of 

0.135% per frame. If models for projection had already been available, the 

method would be the fastest in addition to being the better one as well. 

 

A rendered sequence straight from a 3D application will of course always keep 

original quality, thus the results might not be interesting for larger productions 

that always strives for achieving maximum quality. Rather the results are most 

valuable for personal or smaller scale productions or projects with tighter 

deadlines, where the minor quality loss will have potential to save lots of time. 
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6 Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, all of the compositing methods used in this thesis are more time 

efficient than rendering. Card projections being the fastest but lacking in 

preservation parallax and thus not suitable for all cases, geometry projections 

offering the best quality and deep points offering somewhat less quality than 

geometry but being the slower of the three, making geometry projections the 

better option for saving render time at maximum quality. Keeping the complexity 

of the reference assets in mind, this method should be very viable working with 

model with lower levels of detail and complexity. 
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